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COURSE OUTLINE

• 10 January 49 BC: Caesar crossed the Rubicon

• 29 September 1066: William the Conqueror landed in England

• 12 October 1492: Christopher Columbus discovered America

• 22 June 1791: the night when Louis XVI lost his throne

• 2 December 1805: Napoleon won at Austerlitz

• 25 October 1917: Lenin seized power

• 4 June 1944: Ike against the weather forecast

• 11 September 2001: George W Bush’s longest day



History is never written

With hindsight chains of events appear logical

BUT History is unpredictable 

Who could have predicted that Louis XVI’s decision to flee Paris would end up in 
failure?



Louis XVI
(1754-1793)

A remarkable monarch

Cultured, open to the 
world, intelligent…

A series of miscalculations 
& errors of judgment led 

him to the scaffold



Napoleon

Was he predestined to 
become emperor and rule 

over Europe?

Luck



8 key dates in History

What do those dates have in common?

They could very well have never taken place…







12 JANUARY 49 BC
CAESAR CROSSED THE RUBICON





“Crossing the Rubicon”

To pass a point of no return

Burning all bridges

Irreversible action

Breaking the law



1799: a republic in crisis

Elections manipulated or 
cancelled (fraud, intimidation, 

voter suppression)

A political system unworkable 
since failure to establish 
constitutional monarchy

Expensive foreign wars: France 
on the verge of bankruptcy

Religious divide
December 1799: Napoleon’s coup



Louis-Napoleon Bonaparte elected 
president of the Second Republic in 1848



From president to emperor

The Constitution: an incumbent president 
unable to seek re-election

2 December 1851: a coup d’état

Operation “Rubicon”

A plebiscite (national referendum): 7.1 million 
approved the coup

2 December 1852 (the anniversary of 
Napoleon’s coronation) : the re-establishment 

of the Empire 



“Alea Jacta Est”

“The die is cast”

OR

“Alea Jacta esto”: “That the die 
be cast”

Uncertainty

The most mysterious phrase 
coined by Caesar



The Commentaries on the 
Civil War: a propaganda 

book to justify his actions

Published after his 
assassination

No mention of the 
crossing of the Rubicon



The book written a by general who 
knew he committed an illegal act

An illegal act to respond to another

7 January 49: the Roman Senate voted a 
series of decisions against Caesar





Caesar’s conquest of Gaul: a rich new province 
controlled by Rome



Caesar’s most valuable asset: his 
army

Caesar’s decision to return to Rome

Will his decision to march on Rome 
succeed?

Crossing the Rubicon: an act of 
rebellion



Why an act of rebellion?

The Rubicon separated Italy 
to Cisalpine Gaul 

(geographically part of 
Roman Italy but 

administered separately)

Cisalpine: “on the hither side 
of the Alps”





Caesar: governor



The Imperium

Authority held over a military or 
political entity

Only elected magistrates allowed to 
hold the imperium within Italy

Laying down his military command 
and governorship

=

Loss of his Imperium



Many political enemies

Caesar to face prosecution in 
Rome making him ineligible

What to do?



The publication of the Gallic Wars

A huge success

A compelling story written in clear and simple 
language

Thrilling accounts of battles

The goal: to appeal to the Roman voters



Early doubts?

Caesar not prepared to 
submit to the Senate

Conquest of Gaul: the right 
to conquer power in Rome

The cost: a civil war



Decision to act in the winter

Tradition in Rome: fighting only allowed between 21 March & 23 September

Logistical problems & lack of supplies

A legion ( nearly 5,000 infantry & 300 cavalry) brought from Gaul: 
experienced soldiers

2 more legions ready to march



The plan

A small number of soldiers to 
be involved

The element of surprise

Speed

Deception: a normal evening

Secret departure







Julius Caesar in 49 BC

50 years old

Pontifex maximus (chief 
priest of the Roman state 

religion) since 63

Believed in his destiny 
(Gallic wars comforted his 

belief)



Victory in Gaul
(58-51)

Enormous fortune

An army devoted to him

Military exploits no other 
Roman generals had ever 

achieved



A 20-day supplicatio
ordered by the Senate

A thanksgiving ceremony

20 days: a timeframe never 
granted to anybody before 

Caesar



Julius Caesar

A member of the highest Roman 
aristocracy

Sided politically with the Populares 
(“favoring the people” or the 

plebians – commoners)

Supported the 10 plebeian Tribunes
(tremendous powers to oppose and 

veto the decisions of the 
Magistrates – Elected officials)



The Optimates

Conservative political faction

No to the providential man

The Roman Republic born out 
of fear of ever being rule by 

one man

No individual should hold too 
much power By Liam Clarkson-Holborn - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=87413194

Marcus Tullius Cicero



The Optimates

Caesar acclaimed by his troops 
as imperator

The Senate (and the 
aristocracy)to remain all 

powerful

Caesar perceived as a threat to 
the Republic AND the ruling 

elite
By Liam Clarkson-Holborn - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=87413194

Marcus Tullius Cicero



Rome: a republic in crisis

Summer of 60: 3 men agreed (secretly) to share the power

Crassus, Pompey & Caesar (The First Triumvirate)



Marcus Crassus

The oldest of the 3 

(Born in 115)

The wealthiest

Representative of the 
Publicans (public contractors 

or collectors of taxes)

Disliked Pompey and envious 
of Caesar’ successes in Gaul

Marcus Licinius 
Crassus



Gnaeus Pompey

Born in 106

Recent nobility

Dubbed “Magnus” (“Great”) 
by his soldiers at the age of 25

Excellent general (never 
defeated), administrator & 

diplomat

By Michël Manseur - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=106412516





Triumph (civil & religious ceremony to publicly celebrate the success 
of a military commander) in 61

The most elaborate ever organized



Construction of the first permanent theatre in Rome

By A derivative work of a 3D model by Lasha Tskhondia - L.VII.C., CC BY-SA 3.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=21850600



Gnaeus Pompey

His army disbanded upon 
his return: political mistake

By Michël Manseur - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=106412516



Julius Caesar

The youngest

Reduced political influence until 
59 BC

Political alliance with Crassus & 
Pompey

Pompey married Caesar’s only 
daughter (Julia)



Fragile alliance

Each member of the Triumvirate mistrusted the other 2!



Caesar elected Consul 
in 59

Consul: highest elected political 
office in Rome

Elected for 1 year

Two consuls in power at any given 
time

Caesar’s Consulate: intense 
political activity (pro-Populares)



Caesar away from Rome 
(58-49)

Regularly informed of Rome’s 
political life

Romans continually 
informed of his military 

exploits





What next?

Becoming pro consul 
(governor of a province)

To renew with military glory

Appointed by the Senate pro 
consul of Cisalpine Gaul



Prelude to civil war

Political alliance reconducted in 55



55: Crassus pro consul of Syria





Battle of Carrhae (53)

Crassus defeated

7 Roman Eagles captured: a 
crushing defeat

Crassus decapitated

54: the death of Caesar’s daughter

The end of the Triumvirate



Caesar vs. Pompey

Conflict inevitable: one of the 2 rivals must be eliminated

But WHO & WHEN?



What about the Optimates?

How to prevent a civil war opposing Caesar & Pompey?



The leaders of the Optimates

Growing political instability

The solution?

To place Rome under Pompey’s 
protection

Cato the Younger

Cicero



Pompey entrusted to 
restore order in Rome

Fight against corruption

Candidate to political offices 
MUST reside in Rome

A maneuver against Caesar

By Michël Manseur - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=106412516



Caesar’s political allies in Rome

Caesar to be able to get elected while in Gaul

What did it mean?

Political immunity upon his return



Pompey: Rome’s strong man

Political alliance with the Optimates against Caesar

What to do with Caesar?

Early proposals:

The Gallic wars are over – Caesar must disband his army and be replaced as 
governor

Derogation obtained for Caesar cancelled



50: Caesar back in 
Cisalpine Gaul

A hero’s welcome



The release of his Commentaries on the 
Gallic War

A political masterpiece to help his electoral 
campaign (the seeking of a second Consulate)

To establish his political acumen

7 books (one per war year)

A success but the Senate convinced?



Cato the Younger

Caesar to be declared 
traitor



Caesar: numerous spies 
in Rome

Finding support amongst senators 
(interest free loans, bribes…)



Cicero & Pompey

Caesar perceived as a 
threat to the existing 

political & social order



A new elected plebian 
Tribune

Mark Antony

Caesar declared a traitor 
(hostis) to Rome

Mark Antony’s veto to the 
motion ignored by the 

Senate







17 January 49

Pompey appointed supreme 
commander of 18 legions

Ability to raise an army of 130 000 
men

Multiple allies in Africa & the 
Orient

A confident Pompey
By Michël Manseur - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=106412516





Caesar on the attack

A rapid advance towards Rome

Panic in Rome

Pompey on the defensive: decision to abandon the capital







31 March 49

Caesar entered Rome

An empty victory

Pompey’s army (scattered 
around the Mediterranean) 

still a formidable foe





Caesar in a precarious 
position

No navy

No reliable grain supplies

Pompey’s huge army in Spain

No senators on his side (most 
have left Rome to follow 

Pompey)



Caesar’s move against Pompey’s 
supporters in Spain

A full year to submit them



In pursuit of Pompey

Caesar initially defeated by Pompey

Caesar quickly running out of 
supplies

Pompey pressured to act

45 000 infantry vs. 22 000 for Caesar

Enormous advantage



9 August 48

Pompey defeated in Greece

(Battle of Pharsalus)

Flight to Egypt

Assassinated by courtiers of 
Ptolemy XIII





Caesar’s name became synonymous of absolute power

Elected Dictator for life

A monarch without the title

The introduction of the Julian calendar



The Ides of March (44): the 
assassination of Caesar





Augustus and the establishment of the Roman Empire

Pax Romana

The first civilization which united 
Europe and the Mediterranean



In two weeks…

29 September 1066: William the 
Conqueror invaded England


